Opening July 3, 2017 and running through September 1, 2017

**Vermilion in Tooth and Claw**

by the Winners of the Webster Groves Nature Study Society's Natural History Photography Contest

Please join us Tuesday, July 18th from 6:00pm to 8:00 for a reception marking this celebration of both photography and natural history.

The Webster Groves Nature Study Society (WGNSS) includes people of all ages and occupations who share an interest in learning about nature and the environment. Founded in 1920 by residents of Webster Groves, the Society retains its original name for historical reasons but reaches far beyond the St. Louis area in its membership breadth and scope of its programs.

The Natural History Photography Contest is a biennial event that showcases the members' most vivid combination of artistic composition and scientific interest. This year's winners (and currently showing photographers) include: Miguel Acosta, Kathy Bildner, Bill Duncan, Casey Galvin, Ted MacRae, John Oliver, and Steve Turner.